In previous research, we discovered that assessment functions tended to be “clustered” with technical services and IT
functions, as well as some administrative functions, while other types of work organized into their own clusters.

Bridging Two Research Approaches:
Position descriptions and job advertisements are analyzed in research to understand how work is organized and defined, and occupational requirements. Social network analysis (SNA) utilizes a robust set of methods to understand the relationships between individuals in various networks: social, biological and computer, for example. In our continuing work we bridge Position Description-based and SNA-based research methods in a unique way.

Position Records (n=1,524)

Data Source:
The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) PD Bank, established in 2012, consists of 3,000+ position descriptions, annual assignments, and
position vacancy announcements (PD’s) from U.S. and Canadian libraries.
For organization and discovery, the ARL PD Bank relies on descriptive metadata for position records, including:
● Position type (professional librarian; support or paraprofessional; other professional; or other);
● Appointment type (regular; tenure accruing or permanent; temporary/time limited; or residency/fellowship/internship);
● Library type (medical library; law library; non-university library; or all other); and
● Functional areas

Analysis:
The primary focus of this study is on the functional areas. For each position record, the submitter identifies, from a controlled vocabulary,
all of the functional areas that relate to the substantive duties for the position. Functional areas either appear in isolation, for a narrowly focused position, or co-occur with other functional areas. We propose that the frequency of co-occurrence or the lack of co-occurrence of
functional areas offers a perspective into the ways in which library work is organized and which types of work are coordinated with each other.
Here, we focused on library assessment activities to better understand how they are situated within organizations, and the occurrences,
frequencies and relationships between assessment duties and those of other library functions.
(Source: Guhde, E., & Keith, B. W. (2020). Library Positions in a Period of Change. In T. Diamond, Academic librarian in the digital age: Essays on changing roles and responsibilities (pp. 1178). Jefferson, NC: McFarland.)

To further examine the relationships between assessment and other library functions we utilized two methods: 1. adjacency matrices & 2. normalized degree centrality

1.Adjacency Matrices: An adjacency matrix represents actors and their pairwise connections within a social network.
The following matrix examines 531 positions with assessment referenced in their PD’s but not indicated in the metadata. It depicts the connections between each identified functional area (rows) and all of the other possible functions in the PD Bank (columns).
The values at the intersection of the row and column are the proportion of co-occurrences between the two functional areas – (# of connections with a particular functional area (column) / # of total occurrences for each functional area (Total Instances per
Function). For instances where a position contained just one functional area, in isolation, the frequency is indicated at the intersection of the column and row for the same function. For example, Access Services is the only functional area in 20% of the positions in which it appears and Access Services co-occurs with Document Delivery 13% of the times it appears in the data set.
Position records with Assessment included in PD’s (n=531)
The proportion of occurrences in isolation or in co-occurrence for the functional areas varies. Notably, 61% of possible co-occurrences
never appear (blank cells in matrix). Where there are co-occurrences, 78% of pairings do not commonly occur: these pairings represent
fewer than 1 in 10 of the appearances for the given function (white or light green cells). This means for positions where assessment is
not a primary role, those duties co-occur with many library functions and across many areas. The darker green cells indicate pairings
that are proportionally more common (more than 10%) amongst the co-occurrences for any given functional area.

The positions with the assessment identified as a functional area are considered in the following matrix:
Position records with Assessment functional area (n=46)

For these positions with assessment as a primary function, it co-occurs with many other functions but no pairing predominates. Assessment occurs in isolation (the sole function for a position) just 7 percent of the times it occurs. For the vast majority of occurrences, Assessment is blended with a variety of other functions. This arrangement could be a reflection of a successfully executed culture of assessment, where the function resides within many kinds of positions. It could also reflect the expanding need for assessment and/or
evidenced-based decision making across numerous library functions. It might suggest that Assessment has not achieved the status of a
stand-alone discipline within libraries represented in the PD Bank.

2. Normalized Degree Centrality
Normalized Degree Centrality is the ratio (0 to 1.0) depicting how many other functional areas a particular function is connected to (# of connections (or degrees) / # of possible connections).
For the positions with the assessment functional area term (n=46), assessment clustered with more traditional library functions, such as Collection Development/Management, Reference/Research, and Shared Collections. Each of these functions has a relatively high normalized degree centrality, meaning it is well-connected to other functions. This is not surprising since the traditional library functions tend to cluster together, and by focusing only on positions with the assessment function selected, we artificially incorporated assessment into this group. To avoid this bias, we examined other position records that mentioned assessment in their PD’s (n=531) - positions where assessment is not a primary function. This group of positions tends to have less connectivity between functions.
Position records with Assessment functional area (n=46)

Position records with Assessment included in PD’s (n=531)

For the position records that have assessment as a functional area, assessment is connected to positions that frequently co-occurs with many other functions. For the positions with assessment mentioned in a PD but not indicated as a functional area –
meaning not a primary responsibility - the related functions are much less frequently co-occurring with others. This is on some level the result of the larger sample size, but these positions, which are apparently engaged in assessment, are seemingly less wellconnected.
We also compared the normalized degree centrality for the 38 functional areas associated with the positions with assessment in the PD’s across three dimensions: position type; appointment type; and library type. The distribution of the centralization
strengths for the associated functional areas represented in each of these groups suggests how assessment-related positions in those conditions are constructed.

For the PD Bank, Professional Librarian positions require an MLS, MLIS, or other directly
relevant advanced degree or equivalent years of experience, while Other Professional positions may or may not require an advanced degree and might serve in field such as human resources, grants, fiscal, information technology, etc. For Other Professionals and
Exempt Support staff positions, there a no functional areas with high degree centrality.
More functional areas associated with Professional Librarian positions have higher centrality. This means those positions are more likely to contain functional areas routinely
associated with other functions – they are less focused on an isolated work area. An example of this would be positions like liaisons which is a function with close connections to
other functions and is predominantly held by librarians. Despite this, the majority of
functional areas for Professional Librarian positions are somewhat isolated which is compatible with the numerous distributed connections represented in the adjacency matrix.

For the PD Bank, Regular positions are ones where an employee has been
hired without a pre-determined time limit, including recurring, ongoing appointments, whereas Temporary/Time Limited positions have a predetermined period of employment. There is low degree of centrality of the
functional areas associated with Temporary positions. This is also the case
for Tenure Accruing positions versus other positions, but it is less pronounced. This suggests these temporary and, somewhat surprisingly, tenure-track employees are engaging in assessment but their positions are
more narrowly focused than other employees and include functional areas
that are not highly connected with other functions.

The ARL PD Bank categorizes each position by type of library.
The functional areas from assessment-related positions in medical libraries have substantially smaller normalized degrees of
centrality. This may be a function of the narrow focus of position responsibilities, like was the case for tenure-accruing faculty, or it may be an anomaly resulting from the small number of
functional areas represented.

Conclusions
The perspectives offered reflect important implications for assessment and the causes of these relationships are important to consider for this field. Overall, we found the intersection of the assessment function with other
library job functions is widespread. This suggests evidence-based decision making and understanding has taken root in many types of library positions. Assessment is happening in many positions throughout the library, but
often isn't articulated as a primary function of a position. The normalized degree centrality may indicate that assessment is more of a means to getting work done, but not a central or unifying initiative for many libraries. Also, the connectedness of the positions where assessment is a primary function reflects how broadly assessment professionals are engaged within organizations. When assessment isn't a primary function, it is still occurring
but the primary functions of the position are siloed - and that may represent an uncoordinated approach to achieving data-informed operations.

